
PH 2/2 LUNA TABLE LAMP
A-19/medium / Brass/glossy opal glass / Brown textile / - / - / 5744909954A-19/medium / Brass/glossy opal glass / Brown textile / - / - / 5744909954

The table lamp with three glass shades emits soft
diffused light creating ambient room illumination while
also casting downward-directed light onto the surface.

The head is adjustable and can rotate to the sides.

Poul HenningsenPoul Henningsen
Poul Henningsen was born in Copenhagen by the famous Danish writer Agnes Henningsen. He never
graduated as an architect, but studied at The Technical School at Frederiksberg, Denmark from 1911-14,
and then at Technical College in Copenhagen from 1914-17.
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Product infoProduct info
InformationInformation

Please note that the untreated brass will change over time and develop a patina. PH initial is engraved on the
edge of the base. The adjustable upper part of the lamp can be tilted 45 degrees to the right or left by turning the
shade holder and tightening the finger screw.

MountingMounting

Cable: Brown textile cable with plug. Cable length: 2.8 m. Brass switch.

FinishFinish

Untreated brushed brass with fine hairlines. White opal glass, glossy on the outside and sandblasted on the inside.

MaterialsMaterials

Shades: Mouth-blown 3-layered opal glass. Socket housing, shade holder, stem, base and switch: Untreated
brass with fine hairlines. Bottom diffuser: Frosted glass.

ComplianceCompliance

Ingress protection IP20. Electric shock protection II w/o ground.

Light sourceLight source

A-19/medium

InformationInformation

Please note that the untreated brass will change over time and develop a patina. PH initial is engraved on the
edge of the base. The adjustable upper part of the lamp can be tilted 45 degrees to the right or left by turning the
shade holder and tightening the finger screw.
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Colour Brass/glossy opal glassBrass/glossy opal glass Length --

Width -- Height --

Built-in Height -- IP class --

Class -- Net Weight 2.22.2

Standby (W) -- Power Factor (P = 100 % / P = 50 %) --

Inrush Current -- Light source A-19/mediumA-19/medium

Kelvin -- CRI --

SDCM -- Lumen --

Watt -- Efficacy --

Light control -- Min. Dim Level (%) --

UGR Transversal / Axial -- L80B50 (hours) --

Driver life --

Data specificationsData specifications
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